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B
ig data and analytics present many opportunities for

businesses and accountants to derive greater insight,

predict future outcomes and improve organizational

decision making. The ability to interrogate larger datasets,

access new sources of data and undertake more advanced

statistical modelling provides opportunities to improve and

fundamentally rethink the way that many accounting and

auditing tasks are done.

Data analytics managers within the finance function can help

businesses utilize and use that data, which requires certain skills.

More and more companies are realizing the importance of data

analysis and its relationship to improving performance and

increasing profits. Excel and Power BI are two of the most

popular data analysis applications, but which one is better?

Excel, which is part of Office 365 and was released in 1985, is a

program known by virtually everyone. Whether or not you are

an expert in data analysis and whether or not you work with

data, you have almost certainly used Microsoft Excel at some

point. The program has the format of a spreadsheet that

distributes data into rows and columns and has the ability to

perform calculations and mathematical formulas easily and

quickly. In addition, like Power BI, it is also used to transform data

sets into visual information.

Power BI is a set of tools,

software services and

bus iness inte l l igence

applications oriented to business. One of the great advantages

of Power BI is that it is able to connect with a large number of

data sources of many sizes: Excel spreadsheets, relational and

non-relational databases, cloud services, files in different

formats, Big Data tools, web applications, etc. In addition, it has

high graphic and data transformation capabilities in reports,

dashboards fundamental and customized, attractive,

interactive, and easily understandable visualizations.

Power BI works very well with Excel, as the two Microsoft

products complement each other. Excel is a great source of

data for Power BI, which can receive data from hundreds of

possible sources. Power BI is a great choice for a vast array of

visualization options, higher-level analytics, automatic updates

upon changes to source data, very large sets of data, and user

interaction, among other uses. Let's explore the strengths,

weakness, and capabilities of the two Microsoft products.

WHICH IS BETTER: POWER BI OR EXCEL?

TOP TECHNOLOGY TREND

Digital Skill Gap –
Excel & Power BI
The Right fit for all

Syed Hassan Al-Ahdal, FCMA
Sr. Management Accountant &

Corporate Trainer for
Advanced Excel & Power BI

Excel Strengths

Quick calculations:

Multifunctional:

Sophisticated Tables:

Excel allows user to make calculations, operations and create

formulas in data quickly and easily

Excel can be used for a wide variety of issues and allows user to work

with data in multiple ways without having to switch to another app. Its

uses are much more diversified

If user needs to create more advanced, complex, and personalized

calculations tables, Excel has more advanced functions than power bi

Excel Weaknesses

It makes collaborative work difficult

Limited amount of data
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Power BI Strengths

Automatic Updates:

Superior Connectivity, Designed for Big Data:

Collaborative Work, Ideal for dashboards & KPIs, Better Visuals & Alerts

One of the greatest advantages is it updates auto. File contain any changes needs not

to be reloaded. Only Refresh

It can access and extract data virtually from any system or application, and is designed

to work in cloud. The most prominent part is that huge data can be processed

Work in real time through PBI services, files can be published, and people can work

simultaneously. PBI is the ideal program for creating personalized and interactive

dashboards. It has complex and sophisticated charts and has the option to schedule

alerts that notifies you via email when metrics in the data file increases or decreases,

with other advanced functionalities

Excel Vs Power BI EXCEL POWER BI

01 Tabular reports

02 Duplicated tables

03 Reports

04 Crossed filters

05 Charts and visuals

06 Automatic update

07 Availability

08 Analytics

09 Data model

10 Separate tables

11 Tool

12 Collaborative work

13 Big Data

14 Dashboards

15 Processing

16 Utility

17 Data Model Language

18 Connectivity

19 Price

20 Usability

Ideal for creating reports in tabular format Creating tabular reports is more limited

Allows you to display duplicated tables Cannot display duplicated tables

Simpler and less attractive reports

of Power BI interactive reports

No advanced cross-filtering

between charts

It has the most advanced and newest charting

features but cannot be connected to the

data models analysed visually

Data is not automatically updated Data is automatically updated.

Reports are limited to a specific number of users Reports can be worked on by a large

of users, whether they are

Fewer data analysis options than Power BI More powerful analytical capabilities

Ability to work on simple and structured

It is difficult to connect separate tables Separate tables can be easily related

It is a traditional spreadsheet program with

a lot of features with a great amount of

with the data

Sharing documents and working with

others is complex

Can handle a limited amount of data Allows you to process much larger

Users have limited features for

custom dashboards

Slower processing than Power BI, as formula

works on a cell works on column

Mostly used to organize data, perform

mathematical formulas and

complex tabular reports

MDX Language DAX Language

Limited connectivity with other applications

and systems platform, software and applications

Excel 365 is a paid version It has a free version and a payment version

More difficult to use than Power BI Easy to use compared to Excel

than those More beautiful, personalized, attractive, and

between graphic Supports advanced cross-filtering features

Optimal for dashboards, alerts and KPIs includes

better visuals than Excel and allows data to be

number

experts or that

than Excel

data models Ideal for building complex data models easily

to each other

It is the advanced version of a data analysis tool,

possibilities to work

Sharing data and reports is easy with Power BI

datasets

creating dashboards More advanced features for creating

Faster processing than Excel, as formula

calculations, Used to create and share dashboards, as

create more well as to develop powerful data visualizations

You can extract data from virtually any

Power BI Weaknesses

Not for tabular reporting:

If user wants to create tabular formats, Excel is the

go-to app and has more user-friendly options, packed

with power in terms of formulas and functionality

About the Author: Syed Hassan, FCMA, FPFA, MCOM, MBA is a Senior Management Accountant by profession. Syed is a recognized

Corporate trainer & Technology Instructor. He possesses in-depth knowledge in leading ERP's. He has a solid knack for Accounting and

linked Technology with his Advanced Analytics & BI Reporting. Data Wrangling & Visualization skillsets, Python for Data Analysis, etc.

Syed Hassan has conducted several workshops and trainings on Data Analytics, Advanced Excel, Power Query, Power Pivot, and Power

BI. He has 20+ years of experience in Accounting, Finance & Reporting. He is also certified BI. Syed possesses an extensive 10+ years of

experience in Advance Analytics & Management Reporting.

The writer may be contacted on email: Al-Ahdal@hotmail.com; Al-Ahdal@outlook.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/letsexceltogether

“The best time to plant a tree was 20 years ago. The second-best time is now.”
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